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Abstract
We develop a non-intrusive reduced basis (RB) method for parametrized steady-state partial differential equations (PDEs).
The method extracts a reduced basis from a collection of high-fidelity solutions via a proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) and employs artificial neural networks (ANNs), particularly multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), to accurately approxi-
mate the coefficients of the reducedmodel. The search for the optimal number of neurons and the minimum amount of
training samples to avoid overfitting is carried out in the offline phase through an automatic routine, relying upon a joint
use of the latin hypercube sampling (LHS) and the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm. This guarantees a complete
offline-online decoupling, leading to an efficient RBmethod - referred to as POD-NN - suitable also for general nonlinear
problems with a non-affine parametric dependence. Numerical studies are presented for the nonlinear Poisson equation
and for driven cavity viscous flows, modeled through the steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Both physical
and geometrical parametrizations are considered. Several results confirm the accuracy of the POD-NNmethod and show
the substantial speed-up enabled at the online stage as compared to a traditional RB strategy.
Keywords: non-intrusive reduced basis method, proper orthogonal decomposition, multi-layer perceptron,
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, Poisson equation, driven cavity flow
1. Introduction
Many applications in engineering and the applied sciences involve mathematical models expressed as parametrized
partial differential equations (PDEs), in which boundary conditions, material properties, source terms, loads or geometric
features of the underlying physical problem are expressed by a parameter µ [18, 23, 26]. A list of notable examples includes
parameter estimation [6], topology optimization [5], optimal control [30] and uncertainty quantification [29]. In these
examples, one is typically interested in a real-time evaluation of an output of interest (defined as a functional of the state
variable [15]) for many parameter entries, i.e., for many configurations of the problem.
The increasing computational power and the simultaneous algorithmic improvements enable nowadays the high-
fidelity numerical resolution of complex problems via standard discretization procedures, such as finite difference (FD),
finite volume (FV), finite element (FE), or spectral methods [41]. However, these schemes remain prohibitively expensive in
many-query and real-time contexts, both in terms of CPU time andmemory demand, due to the large amount of degrees of
freedom (DOFs) they need to accurately solve the PDE [1]. In light of this, reduced order modeling (ROM)methods have
received a significant attention in the last decades. The objective of these methods is to replace the full-order system by one
of significant smaller dimension, to decrease the computational burden while leading to a controlled loss of accuracy [11].
Reduced basis (RB) methods constitute a well-known and widely-used example of reduced order modeling techniques.
They are generally implemented pursuing an offline-online paradigm [31]. Based upon an ensemble of snapshots (i.e., high-
fidelity solutions to the parametrized differential problem), the goal of the offline step is to construct a solution-dependent
basis, yielding a reduced space of globally approximating functions to represent the main dynamics of the full-order model
[2, 11]. For this, two major approaches have been proposed in the literature: proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
[22, 46] and greedy algorithms [24]. The former relies on a deterministic or random sample in the parameter space to
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generate snapshots and then employs a singular value decomposition (SVD) to recover the reduced basis. In the second
approach, the basis vectors coincide with the snapshots themselves, carefully selected according to some optimality
criterion. As a result, a greedy strategy is typically more effective and efficient than POD, as it enables the exploration of a
wider region of the parameter space while entailing the computation of many fewer high-fidelity solutions [23]. However,
there exist problems for which a greedy approach is not feasible, simply because a natural criterion for the choice of the
snapshots is not available [2].
Once a reduced order framework has been properly set up, an approximation to the truth solution for a new parameter
value is sought online as a linear combination of the RB functions, with the expansion coefficients determined via a
projection of the full-order system onto the reduced space [7]. To this end, a Galerkin procedure is the most popular choice.
Despite their established effectiveness, projection-based RB methods do not provide any computational gain with
respect to a direct (expensive) approach for complex nonlinear problems with a non-affine dependence on the parameters.
This is a result of the cost to compute the projection coefficients, which depends on the dimension of the full-order model.
In fact, a full decoupling between the online stage and the high-fidelity scheme is the ultimate secret for the success of any
RB procedure [41]. For this purpose, one may recover an affine expansion of the differential operator through the empirical
interpolation method (EIM) [3] or its discrete variants [10, 37]. However, for general nonlinear problems this is far from
trivial.
A valuable alternative to address this concern is represented by non-intrusive RBmethods, in which the high-fidelity
model is used to generate the snapshots, but not in the projection process [11]. The projection coefficients are obtained via
interpolation over the parameter domain of a database of reduced order information [9]. However, since reduced bases
generally belong to nonlinear, matrix manifolds, standard interpolation techniques may fail, as they cannot enforce the
constraints characterizing those manifolds, unless employing a large amount of samples [1, 4].
In this work, we develop a non-intrusive RBmethod employing POD for the generation of the reduced basis and resort
to (artificial) neural networks, in particular multi-layer perceptrons, in the interpolation step. Hence, in the following we
refer to the proposed RB procedure as the POD-NNmethod. Being of non-intrusive nature, POD-NN is suitable for a fast
and reliable resolution of complex nonlinear PDEs featuring a non-affine parametric dependence. To test this assertion, the
POD-NNmethod is applied to the one- and two-dimensional nonlinear Poisson equation and to the steady incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. Both physical and geometrical parametrizations are considered.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the (parametrized) functional and variational framework which is
required to develop a finite element solver, briefly outlined in Subsection 2.2. The standard projection-based POD-Galerkin
(POD-G) RBmethod is derived in Section 3. Section 4 discusses components, topology and learning process for artificial
neural networks. This is preparatory for the subsequent Section 5, which details the non-intrusive POD-NN RB procedure;
both theoretical and practical aspects are addressed. Several numerical results, aiming to show the reliability and efficiency
of the proposed RB technique, are offered in Section 6 for the Poisson equation (Subsection 6.1) and the lid-driven cavity
problem for the steady Navier-Stokes equations (Subsection 6.2). Finally, Section 7 gathers some relevant conclusions and
suggests future developments.
2. Parametrized partial differential equations
Assume Pph Ω RPph and Pg Ω RPg are compact sets, and let µph 2 Pph and µg 2 Pg be respectively the physical
and geometrical parameters characterizing the differential problem, so that µ = (µph ,µg ) 2 P = Pph £Pg Ω RP , with
P = Pph +Pg , represents the overall input vector parameter. While µph addresses material properties, source terms
and boundary conditions, µg defines the shape of the computational domain e≠ = e≠(µg ) Ω Rd , d = 1,2. We denote bye°(µg )= @e≠(µg ) the (Lipschitz) boundary of e≠(µg ), and by e°D (µg ) and e°N (µg ) the portions of e°(µg ) where Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions are enforced, respectively, with e°D [e°N = e° and e˚°D \ e˚°N =;.
Consider a Hilbert space eV = eV (µg )= eV (e≠(µg )) defined over the domain e≠(µg ), equipped with the scalar product (·, ·) eV
and the induced norm k·k eV =p(·, ·) eV . Furthermore, let eV 0 = eV 0(µg ) be the dual space of eV . Denoting by eG : eV £Pph! eV 0
the map representing a parametrized nonlinear second-order PDE, the differential (strong) form of the problem of interest
reads: given µ= (µph ,µg ) 2P , find eu(µ) 2 eV (µg ) such that
eG(eu(µ);µph)= 0 in eV 0(µg ) , (2.1)
2
namely
h eG(eu(µ);µph), vi eV 0, eV = 0 8v 2 eV (µg ) ,
with h·, ·i eV 0, eV : eV 0 £ eV !R the duality pairing between eV 0 and eV .
The finite element method requires problem (2.1) to be stated in a weak (or variational) form [40]. To this end, let us
introduce the form eg : eV £ eV £P !R, with eg (·, ·;µ) defined as:
eg (w, v ;µ)= h eG(w ;µph), vi eV 0, eV 8w, v 2 eV .
The variational formulation of (2.1) then reads: given µ= (µph ,µg ) 2P , find eu(µ) 2 eV (µg ) such that
eg (eu(µ), v ;µ)= 0 8v 2 eV (µg ) .
2.1. From physical to reference domain
As discussed in the Introduction, a reduced basismethod seeks an approximated solution to a problem as a combination
of (few) well-chosen basis vectors. These typically result from a suitable combination of a collection of high-fidelity
approximations, called snapshots. Therefore, when addressing problems defined on variable shape domains, ensuring
the compatibility among snapshots is crucial. To this end, it is practice to formulate and solve the differential problem
over a fixed, parameter-independent domain≠ΩRd [35]. This can be accomplished by introducing a parametrized map
© : ≠£Pg ! e≠ such that e≠(µg )=©(≠;µg ) .
The transformation ©(·;µg ) allows one to restate the general problem (2.1). Let V be a suitable Hilbert space over ≠
and V 0 be its dual. Suppose V is equipped with the scalar product (·, ·)V and the induced norm k·kV =
p
(·, ·)V . Given the
parametrized mapG :V £P !V 0 representing the (nonlinear) PDE over the reference domain≠, we focus on problems of
the form: given µ 2P , find u(µ) 2V such that
G(u(µ);µ)= 0 in V 0 . (2.2)
The weak formulation of problem (2.2) reads: given µ 2P , seek u(µ) 2V such that
g (u(µ), v ;µ)= 0 8v 2V , (2.3)
where g : V £V £P !R is defined as
g (w, v ;µ)= hG(w ;µ), viV 0,V 8w, v 2V , 8µ 2P ,
with h·, ·iV 0,V : V 0 £V !R the dual pairing between V and V 0. Observe that the explicit expression of g (·, ·;µ) involves the
map©(·;µg ), thus keeping track of the original domain e≠(µg ). Then, the solution eu(µ) over the original domain e≠(µg ) can
be recovered as eu(µ)= u(µ)±©(µg ) .
In our numerical tests, we employ the squared reference domain shown on the right in Fig. 6.3 and we resort to a particular
choice for©(·;µg ) - the boundary displacement-dependent transfinite map (BDD TM) proposed by Jaggli et al. [26].
2.2. Discrete full-order model
Let Vh Ω V be a suitable FE subspace of V of (finite) dimension Nh , with h ∏ 0 being the characteristic size of the
underlying mesh≠h which discretizes≠. The FE approximation of the weak problem (2.3) can be cast in the form: given
µ 2P , find uh(µ) 2Vh such that
g (uh(µ), vh ;µ)= 0 8vh 2Vh . (2.4)
From an algebraic standpoint, letting
©
¡1, . . . ,¡Nh
™
be a Lagrangian basis for Vh and denoting by uh(µ) 2RNh the vector
collecting the nodal values
©
u(1)h (µ), . . . ,u
(Nh )
h (µ)
™
of uh(µ), problem (2.4) is equivalent to: given µ 2P , find uh(µ) 2RNh
such that
Gh(uh(µ);µ)= 0 2RNh , (2.5)
3
where the i -th component of the residual vector Gh(·;µ) is given by°
Gh(uh(µ);µ)
¢
i = g (uh(µ), ¡i ;µ) , i = 1, . . . ,Nh . (2.6)
Observe that, due to the nonlinearity of g (·, ·;µ) in its first argument, one has to resort to some iterative method, e.g.,
Newton’s method, to solve the Galerkin problem (2.5).
3. Projection-based reduced basis method
As outlined above, the finite element discretization of the µ-dependent nonlinear differential problem (2.3), combined
with Newton’s method, entails the assembly and solution of (possibly) many linear systems, whose dimension Nh is directly
related to (i ) the size of the underlying grid and (i i ) the order of the polynomial FE space adopted. Since the accuracy of the
resulting discretization heavily relies on these two factors, a direct numerical approximation of the full-order model implies
severe computational costs. Therefore, this approach is not affordable inmany-query and real-time contexts. Thismotivates
the use of reduced order models. Particularly, reduced basis methods seek an approximate solution to problem (2.3) as
a linear combination of parameter-independent functions
©
√1, . . . ,√L
™ΩVh , called reduced basis functions, built from a
collection of high-fidelity snapshots
©
uh
°
µ(1)
¢
, . . . ,uh
°
µ(N )
¢™
, where the discrete and finite set •N =
©
µ(1), . . . ,µ(N )
™ΩP
may consist of either a uniform lattice or randomly generated points over the parameter domainP [23]. The basis functions©
√l
™
1∑l∑L generally follow from a principal component analysis (PCA) of the set of snapshots (in that case, N > L), or they
might coincide with the snapshots themselves (in that case, N = L). In the latter approach, typical of any greedymethod,
the parameters
©
µ(n)
™
1∑n∑N must be carefully chosen following some optimality criterium (see, e.g., [11]). Here, we pursue
the first approach, employing the well-known proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method [22, 46], detailed in the
following subsection. For now, assume that a reduced basis is available and let Vrb ΩVh be the associated reduced basis
space, i.e.,
Vrb = span
©
√1, . . . ,√L
™
.
A reduced basis solution uL(µ) is sought in the form
uL(x ;µ)=
LX
l=1
u(l )rb(µ)√l (x) 2 Vrb ,
with
urb(µ)=
£
u(1)rb (µ), . . . ,u
(L)
rb (µ)
§T 2RL
being the reduced coefficients (also called generalized coordinates) for the expansion of the RB solution in the RB basis
functions. To recover uL(µ), we proceed to project the variational problem (2.3) onto the RB space Vrb by pursuing a
standard Galerkin approach, leading to the following reduced basis problem: given µ 2P , find uL(µ) 2Vrb so that
g (uL(µ), vL ;µ)= 0 8vL 2Vrb . (3.1)
Denoting by√l 2RNh the vector gathering the nodal values of√l , for l = 1, . . . ,L, let us introduce the matrix
V= £√1 | . . . |√L§ 2RNh£L .
For any vL 2Vrb, V encodes the change of variables from the RB basis to the Lagrangian FE basis, i.e.,
vL =Vvrb . (3.2)
Then, due to (2.6) and (3.2), the algebraic formulation of the reduced basis problem (3.1) reads: given µ 2 P , seek
urb(µ) 2RL such that
Grb(urb(µ);µ)=VTGh(uL(µ);µ)=VTGh(Vurb(µ);µ)= 0 2RL . (3.3)
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3.1. Proper orthogonal decomposition
Consider a collection of N snapshots
©
uh
°
µ(1)
¢
, . . . ,uh
°
µ(N )
¢™
, corresponding to the finite and discrete parameter set
•N =
©
µ(1), . . . ,µ(N )
™ΩP , and letM•N be the associated subspace, i.e.,
M•N = span
©
uh
°
µ(1)
¢
, . . . ,uh
°
µ(N )
¢™
.
We assume thatM•N provides a good approximation of the discrete solution manifoldMh ,
Mh =
©
uh(µ) : µ 2P
™
,
as long as the number of snapshots is sufficiently large (but typically much smaller than the dimension Nh of the FE
space). Then, we aim at finding a parameter-independent reduced basis for M•N , i.e., a collection of FE functions©
√1, . . . ,√L
™ ΩM•N , with Lø Nh and L independent of Nh , so that the associated linear space constitutes a low-rank
approximation ofM•N , optimal in some sense to be defined later. To this end, consider the snapshot matrix S 2RNh£N
gathering the nodal values of the snapshots in a column-wise sense, i.e.,
S= £uh°µ(1)¢ØØ . . . ØØuh°µ(N )¢§ .
Denoting byR the rank ofS, withR ∑min©Nh , N™, the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofS ensures the existence of two
orthogonalmatricesW= £w1 ØØ . . . ØØwNh § 2RNh£Nh andZ= £z1 ØØ . . . ØØzN § 2RN£N , and a diagonalmatrixD= diag(æ1, . . . ,æR ) 2
RR£R , with æ1 ∏æ2 ∏ . . .∏ær > 0, such that
S=W
∑
D 0
0 0
∏
ZT =W ß ZT ,
where the zeros denote null matrices of appropriate dimensions. The real values
©
æi
™
1∑i∑R are called singular values of S,
the columns
©
wm
™
1∑m∑Nh ofW are called left singular vectors ofS, and the columns
©
zn
™
1∑n∑N of Z are called right singular
vectors of S, and they are related by the following relations:
SSTwm =
(
æ2m wm for 1∑m ∑R ,
0 for R+1∑m ∑Nh ,
STS zn =
(
æ2n zn for 1∑ n ∑R ,
0 for R+1∑ n ∑N ,
S zi =æi wi for 1∑ i ∑R , STwi =æi zi for 1∑ i ∑R .
(3.4)
At the algebraic level, our goal is to approximate the columns of S by means of L orthonormal vectors
©ew1, . . . , ewL™, with
L < R. It is an easy matter to show that for each sn , n = 1, . . . ,N , the element of span
©ew1, . . . , ewL™ closest to sn in the
Euclidean norm k·kRNh =
p
(·, ·)RNh is given by
LX
l=1
°
sn , ewl ¢RNh ewl .
Hence, we could measure the error committed by approximating the columns of S via the vectors
©ewl ™1∑l∑L through the
quantity
"(ew1, . . . , ewL)= NX
n=1
∞∞∞∞∞sn ° LXl=1
°
sn , ewl ¢RNh ewl
∞∞∞∞∞
2
RNh
. (3.5)
The Schmidt-Eckart-Young theorem [17, 44] states that the POD basis of rank L
©
w1, . . . ,wL
™
, consisting of the first L left
singular values of S, minimizes (3.5) among all the orthonormal bases of RL . Therefore, in the POD-Galerkin RBmethod,
we set√l =wl , for all l = 1, . . . ,L, so that
V= £w1 ØØ . . . ØØwL§ .
From a computational viewpoint, the first L left singular vectors
©
wl
™
1∑l∑L of S can be efficiently computed through the
so-calledmethod of snapshots. We should distinguish two cases:
(a) if Nh ∑N : directly solve the eigenvalue problems SSTwl =∏l wl , for 1∑ l ∑ L;
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(b) if Nh > N : compute the correlationmatrixM =STS and solve the eigenvalue problemsM zl = ∏l zl , for 1 ∑ l ∑ L.
Then, by (3.4), setwl = (∏l )°1/2 S zl , for 1∑ l ∑ L.
3.2. Implementation: details and issues
The numerical procedure presented so far can be efficiently carried out within an offline-online framework [39]. The
parameter-independent offline step consists of the generation of the snapshots through a high-fidelity, expensive scheme
and the subsequent construction of the reduced basis via POD. To determine an appropriate dimension for the basis, which
ensures a desired degree of accuracy, one can resort to empirical criteria, like, e.g., the relative information content [41].
Then, given a new parameter value µ 2P , the nonlinear reduced system (3.3) is solved online.
However, to enjoy a significant reduction in the computational burden with respect to traditional (full-order) discretiza-
tion techniques, the complexity of any online query should be independent of the original size of the problem. Yet, due
to the nonlinearity of the underlying PDE and the non-affinity in the parameter dependence (partially induced by the
transformation map©(·;µg )), the assembly of the reduced problems has to be embodied directly in the online stage, thus
seriously compromising the efficiency of the overall procedure [3]. Without escaping the algebraic framework, this can be
overcome by resorting to suitable techniques such as the discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) [10] or its matrix
variant (MDEIM) [37], aiming at recovering an affine dependency on the parameter µ. However, the implementation of
such techniques is problem-dependent and of an intrusive nature, as it requires one to modify the assembly routines of the
corresponding computational code [9]. Moreover, any interpolation procedure unavoidably introduces a further level of
approximation. As a matter of fact, typically one needs to generate a larger number of snapshots in the offline stage and
then retain a larger number of PODmodes to guarantee the same accuracy provided by the standard POD-Galerkin method
[3].
4. Artifical neural networks
Inspired by the biological information processing system (see, e.g., [21, 28]), an artificial neural network (ANN), often
referred to as neural network, is a computational model able to learn from observational data, i.e., by example, thus
providing an alternative to the algorithmic programming paradigm [36]. As its original counterpart, it consists of a
collection of processing units, called (artificial) neurons, and a set of directedweighted synaptic connections among the
neurons. Data travel among neurons through the connections, following the direction imposed by the synapses. Hence, an
artificial neural network is an oriented graph, with the neurons as nodes and the synapses as oriented edges, whose weights
are adjusted by means of a training process to configure the network for a specific application [45].
In the following, we discuss the structure and training of a neural network, starting by detailing the working principles
of an artificial neuron.
4.1. Neuronal model
An artificial neuron represents a simplified model of a biological neuron [28]. To introduce the components of the
model, let us consider the neuron j represented on the left in Fig. 4.1. Suppose that it is connected withm sending neurons©
s1, . . . , sm
™
, and n receiving (target) neurons
©
r1, . . . ,rn
™
. Denoting by yÆ(t ) 2R the (scalar) output of a generic neuron Æ at
time t and by wÆ,Ø the weight of the connection (Æ, Ø), neuron j gets the weighted inputs wsk , j ysk (t ), k = 1, . . . ,m, at time
t , and sends out the output y j (t +¢t ) to the target neurons
©
r1, . . . ,rn
™
at time t +¢t . In particular, neuron ri , i = 1, . . . ,n,
receives as input wj ,ri y j (t +¢t ). Note that in the context of ANNs, time is discretized by introducing the timestep ¢t . This
is clearly not plausible from a biological viewpoint; however, it substantially simplifies the implementation. In the following,
we will avoid to specify the dependence on time unless strictly necessary, to lighten the notation.
An artificial neuron j is completely characterized by three functions: the propagation function, the activation function
and the output function. The propagation function fprop converts the vectorial input p= [ys1 , . . . , ysm ]T 2Rm into a scalar
uj often called net input, i.e.,
uj = fprop (ws1, j , . . . ,wsm , j , ys1 , . . . , ysm ) .
A common choice for fprop (used also in this work) is the weighted sum, adding up the scalar inputs multiplied by their
respective weights:
fprop (ws1, j , . . . ,wsm , j , ys1 , . . . , ysm )=
mX
k=1
wsk , j ysk .
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Figure 4.1. Visualization of the generic j -th neuron of an artificial neural network, including (right) or not (left) a bias neuron. On the left,
the neuron accumulates the weighted inputs
©
ws1, j ys1 , . . . ,wsm , j ysm
™
respectively coming from the sending neurons
©
s1, . . . , sm
™
; on
the right, the neuron accumulates the weighted inputs
©
ws1, j ys1 , . . . ,wsm , j ysm ,°µ j
™
respectively coming from the sending neurons©
s1, . . . , sm , b
™
, with b the bias neuron. In both situations, the neuron then fires y j , sent to the target neurons
©
r1, . . . ,rn
™
through the
synapsis
©
wj ,r1 , . . . ,wj ,rn
™
. The neuron threshold is reported in brackets within its body.
At each timestep, the activation state a j , often referred to as activation, quantifies to which extent neuron j is currently
active or excited. It results from the activation function fact , which combines the net input uj with a threshold µ j 2R [28]:
aj = fact (uj ; µ j )= fact
° mX
k=1
wsk , j ysk ; µ j
¢
.
Note that the threshold µ j is a parameter of the network and as such one may choose to adapt it through a training process,
exactly as it can be done for the synaptic weights. To ease the runtime access of µ j , it is common practice to introduce a
bias neuron in the network. A bias neuron is a continuously firing neuron, with constant output yb = 1, which is directly
connected with neuron j , assigning the bias weight wb, j =°µ j to the connection. As can be deduced by the representation
on the right in Fig. 4.1, µ j is now treated as a synaptic weight, while the neuron threshold is set to zero. Therefore, the net
input and the activation state can respectively be expressed as
uj =
mX
k=1
wsk , j ysk ° µ j and aj = fact
° mX
k=1
wsk , j ysk ° µ j
¢
.
There exist various choices for the activation function. The sigmoid activation functions have been widely used for the
realization of artificial neural networks due to their graceful combination of linear and nonlinear behaviour [21]. Sigmoid
functions are s-shaped, monotically increasing, and assume values in a bounded interval; a well-known instance is given by
the hyperbolic tangent,
fact (v)= e
v °e°v
ev +e°v .
Finally, the output function fout calculates the scalar output y j 2R based on the activation state aj of the neuron:
y j = fout (aj ) .
Often, fout is the identity function, so that activation and output of a neuron coincides, i.e., y j = fout (aj )= aj . The output
y j could then be sent either to other neurons or constitute a component of the overall output vector of the network, as for
the neurons in the output layer of a feedforward neural network, illustrated in the following subsection.
It should be pointed out that the neural model presented so far refers to the so called computing neuron, i.e., a neuron
which processes input information to provide a response. However, in a neural network one may also identify source
neurons, supplying the network with the respective components of the activation pattern (input vector), without performing
any computation [21].
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Figure 4.2. A three-layer feedforward neural network, with three input neurons, two hidden layers each one consisting of six neurons,
and four output neurons. Within each connection, information flows from left to right.
4.2. Network topology: the feedforward neural network
The interconnection of neurons within a network defines the topology of the network itself, i.e., its design. In the
literature, many network architectures have been proposed, sometimes tailored to a specific application. Among all,
feedforward neural networks, also called perceptrons [43], have been preferred in function regression tasks.
In a feedforward neural network, neurons are arranged into layers, with one input layer ofMI source neurons, K hidden
layers, each one consisting of Hk computing neurons, k = 1, . . . ,K , and an output layer ofMO computing neurons. As a
characteristic property, neurons in a layer can only be connected with neurons in the next layer towards the output layer.
Then, an activation pattern p 2RMI , supplied to the network through the source nodes in the first layer, provides the input
signal for the neurons in the first hidden layer. For each hidden layer, its output signals give the input pattern for the
following layer. In this way, information travels towards the last layer of the network, i.e., the output layer, whose outputs
constitute the components of the overall output q 2RMO of the network 1. Hence, a feedforward network establishes a map
between the input space RMI and the output space RMO . This does make this network architecture particularly suitable for
continuous function approximation.
Feedforward networks can be classified according to the number of hidden layers or, equivalently, the number of
layers of trainable weights. Single-layer perceptrons (SLPs) consist of the input and output layer, without any hidden layer.
Because of their simple structure, the range of application of SLPs is rather limited. Indeed, only linearly separable data can
be properly represented using SLPs [28]. Conversely, multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), with at least one hidden layer, are
universal function approximators, as stated by Cybenko [12, 13]. In detail:
(i) MLPs with one hidden layer and differentiable activation functions can approximate any continuous function;
(ii) MLPs with two hidden layers and differentiable activation functions can approximate any function.
Therefore, in many practical applications there is no reason to employ MLPs with more than two hidden layers. However, (i)
and (ii) do not give any practical advice neither on the number of hidden neurons nor the number of samples required to
train the network: these should be found pursuing a trial-and-error (and likely time-consuming) approach [20].
An instance of a three-layer (i.e., two hidden layer plus the output layer) feedforward network is offered in Fig. 4.2. In
this case, we haveMI = 3 input neurons (denoted with the letter i ), H1 =H2 = 6 hidden neurons (letter h for both hidden
layers), andMO = 4 output neurons (letter o). In particular, it represents an instance of a completely linked perceptron,
since each neuron is directly connected with all neurons in the following layer.
1Please note that while the output of a single neuron is denoted with the letter y , we use the letter q (bolded) to indicate the overall output of the
network. Clearly, for the j -th output neuron, its output y j coincides with the corresponding entry of q, i.e., q j = y j for any j = 1, . . . ,MO .
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4.3. Training a multi-layer feedforward neural network
As previously mentioned, the principal characteristic of a neural network is its capability of learning from the sur-
rounding environment, storing the acquired knowledge via its internal parameters, i.e., the synaptic and bias weights.
Learning is accomplished through a training process, during which the network is exposed to a collection of examples,
called training patterns. According to some performancemeasure, the weights are then adjusted bymeans of a well-defined
set of rules. Therefore, the learning procedure is an algorithm, typically iterative, such that after a successfull training, the
neural network provides reasonable responses for unknown problems of the same class of the training set. This property is
known as generalization [28].
Training algorithms can be classified based on the nature of the training set, i.e., the set of training patterns. We can
then distinguish three learning paradigms: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning [20].
The choice of the learning paradigm is clearly task-dependent. Particularly, for function approximation, the supervised
learning paradigm is the natural choice.
Consider the nonlinear unknown function f : RMI !RMO and a set of labeled examples ©pi ,ti = f (pi )™1∑i∑Ntr , which
form the training set. Note that to each input pattern pi 2RMI , i = 1, . . . ,Ntr , corresponds an associated desired output or
teaching input ti 2RMO . The goal is to approximate f over a domainD ΩRMI up to a user-defined tolerance ≤, i.e.,
||F (x)° f (x)|| < ≤ 8x 2D ,
where F : RMI ! RMO is the actual input-output map established by the neural network and || · || is some suitable norm
on RMO . For this purpose, consider the synapsis between a sending neuron i and a target neuron j . At the t-th iteration
(also called epoch) of the training procedure, the weight wi , j (t ) of the connection (i , j ) is modified by the time-dependent
quantity ¢wi , j (t ), whose form depends on the specific learning rule. Hence, at the subsequent iteration t +1 the synaptic
weight is simply given by
wi , j (t +1)=wi , j (t )+¢wi , j (t ) .
The whole training process is driven by an error or performance function E , which measures the discrepancy between
the neural network knowledge of the surrounding environment and the actual state of the environment itself. Therefore,
every learning rule aims tominimize the performance E , thought as a scalar function of the free parameters of the network,
namely
E = E(w) 2R ,
withw 2RW being the vector collecting all the synaptic and bias weights. Thus, the point over the error surface reached at
the end of a successful training process provides the optimal configurationwopt for the network. A common choice for the
performance function is the (accumulated) mean squared error (MSE)
E(w)= X
p2P
Ep(w)=
X
p2P
1
MO
MOX
j=1
°
tp, j °qp, j
¢2 , (4.1)
where for each input pattern p belonging to the training set P , tp and qp denote the corresponding teaching input and
actual output, respectively. Observe that (4.1) accounts for the error committed on each input pattern in the training set,
leading to an offline learning procedure.
In our numerical tests, the weights are iteratively adjusted via the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [19, 32], whose cost
increases nonlinearly with the number of neurons in the network, making it poorly efficient for large networks. However, it
turns out to be efficient and accurate for networks with few hundreads of connections.
5. A non-intrusive reduced basis method using artificial neural networks
The scenario portrayed so far motivates the research for an alternative approach to tackle any online query within the
reduced basis framework. To this end, let us remark that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the reduced
space Vrb and the column space Col(V) ofV. Indeed, letting
©
¡1, . . . ,¡Nh
™
be a basis for Vh and
©
√1, . . . ,√L
™
be the reduced
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basis, from Eq. (3.2) follows:
Vrb 3 vL =
LX
j=1
v ( j )rb √ j =
LX
j=1
v ( j )rb
NhX
i=1
Vi , j ¡i =
NhX
i=1
°
V vrb
¢
i¡i $ vL 2Col(V) .
In particular, this implies that the projection of any vh 2Vh onto Vrb in the discrete scalar product (·, ·)h ,
(¬h , ªh)h =
NhX
i=1
¬(i )h ª
(i )
h = (¬h , ªh)RNh 8¬h , ªh 2Vh , (5.1)
algebraically corresponds to the projection vVh of vh onto Col(V) in the Euclidean scalar product, given by
vVh =P vh with P=VVT 2RNh£Nh .
Note that vVh is the element of Col(V) closest to vh in the Euclidean norm, i.e.,∞∞vh °vVh∞∞RNh = infwh2Col(V)kvh °whkRNh .
Therefore, the element of Vrb closest to the high-fidelity solution uh in the discrete norm k·kh =
p
(·, ·)h can be expressed as
uVh (x ;µ)=
NhX
j=1
°
VVTuh(µ)
¢
j¡ j (x)=
LX
i=1
°
VTuh(µ)
¢
i √i (x) .
Motivated by this last equality, once a reduced basis has been constructed (e.g., via POD of the snapshot matrix), we aim at
approximating the function
º : P ΩRP ! RL
µ 7! VTuh(µ) ,
(5.2)
which maps each input vector parameter µ 2P to the coefficients VTuh(µ) for the expansion of uVh in the reduced basis©
√i
™
1∑i∑L . Then, given a new parameter instance µ, the associated RB solution is simply given by the evaluation at µ of the
so-built approximation ºˆ ofº, i.e.
urb(µ)= ºˆ(µ) ,
and, consequently,
uL(µ)=V ºˆ(µ) .
Note that, provided that the construction of ºˆ is carried out within the offline stage, this approach leads to a non-intrusive
RBmethod, enabling a complete decoupling between the online step and the underlying full-order model. Moreover, the
accuracy of the resulting reduced solution uniquely relies on the quality of the reduced basis and the effectiveness of the
approximation ºˆ of the mapº, which we assume sufficiently smooth.
In the literature, different approaches for the interpolation of (5.2) have been developed, e.g., exploiting some geometri-
cal considerations concerning the discrete solution manifoldMh [1], or employing radial basis functions [11]. In this work
we resort to artificial neural networks for the nonlinear regression of the mapº, leading to the POD-NN RBmethod. As
described in Subsection 4.3, any neural network is tailored to the particular application at hand by means of a preliminary
training phase. Here, we are concerned with a function regression task, thus we straightforwardly adopt a supervised
learning paradigm, training the perceptron via exposition to a collection of (known) input-output pairs
Ptr =
©°
µ(i ),VTuh
°
µ(i )
¢ ¢™
1∑i∑Ntr .
According to the notation and nomenclature previously introduced, for any i = 1, . . . ,Ntr , pi = µ(i ) 2 RP represents the
input pattern and ti =VTuh
°
µ(i )
¢ 2RL the associated teaching input; together, they constitute a training pattern. In this
respect, note that the teaching inputs VTuh
°
µ(i )
¢
, i = 1, . . . ,Ntr , are generated through the FE solver. On the one hand,
this ensures the reliability of the teaching patterns, given the assumed high-fidelity of the FE scheme. On the other hand,
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Algorithm 5.1 The offline and online stages for the POD-NN RBmethod.
1: function
£
V,wrb
§= PODNN_OFFLINE(P ,≠h , N )
2: generate the parameter set •N =
©
µ(1), . . . ,µ(N )
™
3: compute the high-fidelity solutions
©
uh
°
µ(1)
¢
, . . . ,uh
°
µ(N )
¢™
via FE-Newton’s method
4: generate the POD basis functions
©
w1, . . . ,wL
™
via method of snapshots
5: assemble V= £w1 ØØ . . . ØØwL§
6: find an optimal network configurationwrb relying upon LHS and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
7: end function
1: function uNNL (µ)= PODNN_ONLINE(µ, V,wrb)
2: evaluate the output uNNrb(µ) of the network for the input vector µ
3: compute uNNL (µ)=VuNNrb(µ)
4: end function
this also suggests to incorporate the learning phase of the perceptron in the offline step of the POD-NN RBmethod, as
described in Algorithm 5.1. In doing so, we exploit the natural decoupling between the training and the evaluation of neural
networks, thus fulfilling the necessary requirement to ensure online efficiency.
It should be pointed out that the design of an effective learning proceduremay require a larger amount of snapshots than
the generation of the reduced space does. Moreover, we mentioned in Subsection 4.2 the time-consuming yet unavoidable
trial-and-error approach which one should pursue in the search for an optimal network topology. To this end, we propose
an automatic procedure.
While Cybenko’s theorems (see Subsection 4.2) allow one to consider perceptrons with no more than two hidden layers,
no similar a priori and general results are available for the number H of neurons per layer 2. Hence, given an initial amount
Ntr of training samples (say Ntr = 100), we train the network for increasing values of H , stopping when overfitting of
training data occurs, due to an excessive number of neurons with respect to the number of training patterns. In case the
best configuration, i.e., the one yielding the smallest error on a test data set, does not meet a desired level of accuracy, we
generate a new set of snapshots, which will enlarge the current training set, and then proceed to re-train the network in
different configurations. At this point, it is worth pointing out two issues.
(i) Once the training set has been enriched, we can limit ourselves to network configurations including a number of
neurons no smaller than the current optimal network. Indeed, the error on the test data set is decreasing in the
number of patterns the neural network is exposed to during the learning phase, and the larger the number of neurons,
the faster the decay.
(ii) In order to maximize the additional quantity of information available for the learning, we should ensure that the new
training inputs, i.e., parameter values, do not overlap with the ones already present in the training parameter set. To
this aim, we pursue an heuristhic approach, employing, at each iteration, the latin hypercube sampling [25], which
provides a good compromise between randomness and even coverage of the parameter domain.
The procedure is then iterated until a satisfactory degree of accuracy and generalization is attained, or the available
resources (i.e., computing power, running time andmemory space) are exhausted. Therefore, the speed-up enabled at the
online stage comes at the cost of an extended offline phase.
In our numerical tests, we rely on the mean squared error (4.1) as performance function driving the neural network
training process. To motivate this choice, let
uNNrb(µ) 2RL
be the (actual) output provided by the network for a given input µ, and
uNNL (µ)=V uNNrb(µ) 2Col(V)ΩRNh .
2Here we uniquely consider networks with the same number of neurons in both the first and the second hidden layer, but this is not required.
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Then (omitting the dependence on the input vector for ease of notation):
MSE
°
uNNrb,V
Tuh
¢/ ∞∞uNNrb°VTuh∞∞2RL = ∞∞uNNL °V VTuh∞∞2RNh = ∞∞uNNL °uVh ∞∞2h ,
where
uNNL (x ;µ)=
LX
i=1
°
uNNrb(µ)
¢
i √i (x) 2 Vrb .
Therefore, for any training input µ(i ), i = 1, . . . ,Ntr , by minimizing the MSE we minimize the distance (in the discrete norm
k·kh) between the approximation provided by the neural network and the projection of the FE solution onto the reduced
space Vrb. The proper generalization to other parameter instances, not included in the training set, is then ensured by the
implementation of suitable techniques (e.g., early stopping [33], generalized cross validation [27]) aiming at preventing the
network to overfit the training data.
6. Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical results obtained via the FE, POD-G and POD-NN methods applied to
parametrized full-Dirichlet boundary value problems (BVPs) for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional nonlinear
Poisson equation and the two-dimensional incompressible steady Navier-Stokes equations. In the one-dimensional case we
deal uniquely with physical parameters, whereas in two spatial dimensions we consider purely geometric parametrizations.
The two RB techniques considered in this work are compared both in terms of accuracy and performance during the
online stage. For this, let k·k be the canonical (Euclidean) norm on RNh . In the online phases of the POD-G and POD-NN
methods, for a new parameter value µ 2P (not involved either in the generation of the POD basis nor in the identification
of an optimal neural network), the following relative errors with respect to the high-fidelity solution uh(µ) are analyzed:
(a) the POD-G relative error,
"PODG(L,µ)=
∞∞uh(µ)°uL(µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ =
∞∞uh(µ)°Vurb(µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ ; (6.1)
(b) the POD-NN relative error,
"PODNN(L,µ)=
∞∞uh(µ)°uNNL (µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ =
∞∞uh(µ)°VuNNrb(µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ ; (6.2)
(c) the relative projection error, i.e., the error committed by approximating the high-fidelity solution with its projection
(in the discrete scalar product (·, ·)h , see (5.1)) onto the reduced space Vrb,
"V(L,µ)=
∞∞uh(µ)°uVh (µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ =
∞∞uh(µ)°VVTuh(µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ . (6.3)
Clearly, (6.3) provides a lower-bound for both (6.1) and (6.2).
The above errors are evaluated on a test parameter set •te ΩP consisting of Nte randomly picked samples. Given that a
sufficiently large number of test values is chosen, statistics for "PODG(L, ·), "PODNN(L, ·) and "V(L, ·) on •te can be reasonably
assumed independent of the particular choice made for •te , thus making any subsequent error analysis reliable. In
particular, in our numerical studies we let Nte range from 50 up to 100, and we consider the average of the errors over the
test data set, respectively denoted by
"¯PODG = "¯PODG(L)=
P
µ2•te "PODG(L,µ)
Nte
, "¯PODNN = "¯PODNN(L)=
P
µ2•te "PODNN(L,µ)
Nte
, "¯V = "¯V(L)=
P
µ2•te "V(L,µ)
Nte
.
In the training phase of neural networks, we rely upon the well-known cross-validation procedure [27]. While the training
samples •tr ΩP are generated via successive latin hypercube samplings (as explained in Section 5), the validation inputs
•va ΩP are randomly picked through a Monte Carlo sampling, as done for •te . The ratio between the size of •va and •tr
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is set to 0.3. The training is then performed using themultiple restarts approach to prevent the results from depending on
the way the weights are (randomly) initialized; see, e.g., [28, 33]. Typically, five restarts are performed for each network
topology. To ease the research for an optimal network configuration and by exploiting Cybenko’s results (see Subsection
4.2), we limit ourselves to three-layers neural networks, with the same number of neurons for both hidden layers. For each
topology, the hyperbolic tangent is used as activation function for the hidden neurons.
All the results presented in the following subsections have been obtained via a MATLAB® implementation of the FE,
POD-G and POD-NNmethods, with all the simulations carried out on a laptop equipped with a CPU Intel® CoreTM i7 @
2.50 GHz.
6.1. Nonlinear Poisson equation
Despite a rather simple form, the Poisson equation has proved itself to be effective to model steady phenomena
occurring in, e.g., electromagnetism, heat transfer and underground flows [34]. We consider the following version of the
parametrized Poisson equation for a state variable eu = eu(µ):8>>><>>>:
°er · °ek(ex , eu(µ);µph) ereu(µ)¢= es(ex ;µph) in e≠(µg ) ,eu(µ)= eh(eæ;µph) on e°D ,ek(eæ, eu(µ);µph) ereu(µ) · en = 0 on e°N .
(6.4a)
(6.4b)
(6.4c)
Here, for any µg 2Pg , ex and eæ denote a generic point in e≠ and on e°, respectively, er is the nabla operator with respect to ex ,en = en(eæ) denotes the outward normal to e° in eæ, ek : e≠£R£Pph! (0,1) is the diffusion coefficient, es : e≠£Pph!R is the
source term, and eh : e°D £Pph !R encodes the Dirichlet boundary conditions. To ease the subsequent discussion, we
limit the attention to homogeneous Neumann boundary constraints.
Let us fix µ 2P and set eV = eV (µg )=H1e°D °e≠(µg )¢= ©v 2H1°e≠(µg )¢ : vØØe°D = 0™ ,
Multiplying (6.4a) by a test function v 2 eV , integrating over e≠, and exploiting integration by parts on the left-hand side,
yields: Z
e≠(µg ) ek(eu(µ);µph) ereu(µ) · erv d e≠(µg )=
Z
e≠(µg ) es(µph) v d e≠(µg ) , (6.5)
where we have omitted the dependence on the space variable ex for ease of notation. For the integrals in Eq. (6.5) to be
well-defined, we require, for any µg 2Pg ,
|ek(ex , r ;µg )| <1 for almost any (a.a.) ex 2 e≠(µg ), r 2R , and es(µph) 2 L2°e≠(µg )¢ .
Let then el = el (µ) 2 H1°e≠(µg )¢ be a lifting function such that el (µ)ØØe°D = eh(µph), with eh(µph) 2 H1/2°e°D¢. We assume that
such a function can be constructed, e.g., by interpolation of the boundary condition. Hence, upon defining
ea(w, v ;µ) :=Ze≠(µg ) ek(w +el (µ);µph) erw · erv d e≠(µg )+
Z
e≠(µg ) ek(w +el (µ);µph) erel (µ) · erv d e≠(µg ) 8w, v 2 eV ,ef (v ;µ) :=Ze≠(µg ) es(µph) v d e≠(µg ) 8v 2 eV ,
(6.6)
the weak formulation of problem (6.4) reads: given µ 2P , find eu(µ) 2 eV (µg ) such that
ea(eu(µ), v ;µ)= ef (v ;µ) 8v 2 eV (µg ) , (6.7)
Then, the weak solution of problem (6.4) is given by eu(µ)+el (µ).
Let us now re-state the variational problem (6.7) onto the reference domain≠. For this purpose, let °D and °N be the
portions of the boundary °= @≠ on which we impose Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. Moreover,
we denote by J©(·;µg ) the Jacobian of the parametrized map©(·;µg ), with determinant |J©(·;µg )|, and we set
k(x , ·;µ)= ek(©(x ;µg ), ·;µph), s(x ;µ)= es(©(x ;µg );µph) and h(x ;µ)= eh(©(x ;µg );µph) .
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Letting
V =H1°D (≠)
and exploiting standard change of variables formulas, the variational formulation of the Poisson problem (6.4) over≠ reads:
given µ 2P , find u(µ) 2V such that
a(u(µ), v ;µ)= f (v ;µ) 8v 2V ,
with
a(w, v ;µ)=
Z
≠
k(w + l (µ);µ) J°T© (µg )rw ·J°T© (µg )rv |J©(µg )|d≠
+
Z
≠
k(w + l (µ);µ) J°T© (µg )rl (µ) ·J°T© (µg )rv |J©(µg )|d≠ ,
f (v ;µ)=
Z
≠
s(µ) v |J©(µg )|d≠ ,
for any w , v 2V and µ 2P . Note that, as in (6.6), we resort to a lifting function l (µ) 2H1(≠) with l (µ)ØØ°D = h(µ), such that
the weak solution to problem (6.4) re-stated over≠ is obtained as u(µ)+ l (µ).
6.1.1. One-dimensional test case
Consider the following BVP for the one-dimensional Poisson equation, featuring an exponential nonlinearity (in the
diffusion coefficient) and involving three parameters:8><>:
°°exp(u(µ)) u(µ)0¢0 = s(x;µ) in≠= ≥°º
2
,
º
2
¥
,
u(µ)
ØØ
x=±º/2 =µ2
≥
2± sin
≥µ1º
2
¥¥
exp
≥
±µ3º
2
¥
.
(6.8)
Here, µ= °µ1, µ2, µ3¢ 2P = £1, 3§£ £1, 3§£ £°0.5, 0.5§ and s(·;µ) is defined such that
uex (x;µ)=µ2
°
2+ sin(µ1 x)
¢
exp
°
µ3 x
¢
is the exact solution to the problem for anyµ 2P . The left plot of Fig. 6.1 shows the convergence of the POD-G and POD-NN
solutions with respect to the number of basis functions L retained in the model, generated via POD of N = 100 FE snapshots
"¯V
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"¯PODNN, Ntr = 400, H{1,2}= 35
"¯PODNN, Ntr = 300, H{1,2}= 30
"¯PODNN, Ntr = 200, H{1,2}= 25
"¯PODNN, Ntr = 100, H{1,2}= 15
L
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Figure 6.1. Convergence analysis for the POD-G and POD-NNmethods applied to problem (6.8) (left) and comparison between the
FE and the POD-NN solutions for three parameter values (right). These latter results have been obtained via a neural network with
H1 =H2 = 35 units per hidden layer and employing L = 10 PODmodes.
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Figure 6.2. Error analysis for the POD-NNRBmethod applied to problem (6.8) for several numbers of training samples. The solid sections
represent the steps followed by the automatic routine described in Section 5.
computed over a uniformmesh of 100 nodes. Observe how the performance of the POD-NNmethod depends highly on the
number of training patterns and hidden neurons used. In fact, for Ntr = 100 and H1 =H2 = 15 (upward-pointing triangles),
the method can approximate only the first five generalized coordinates, actually providing more satisfactory results than
POD-G does. Yet, the error stagnates for L > 5. However, as we expand the training set, we obtain more accurate predictions
for a larger number of POD coefficients, provided that we allow the size of the network to increase. Particularly, employing
Ntr = 400 training samples and H1 =H2 = 35 internal neurons (right-pointing triangles), the POD-NN error features an
exponential decay for L ∑ 10, resembling the projection error (squares). The reliability of the proposed RBmethod is also
confirmed by the right plot of Fig. 6.1, offering a comparison between the FE and POD-NN solutions for some parameter
values.
Diving deeper into the analysis of the POD-NNmethod, Fig. 6.2 offers the results concerning the search for an optimal
three-layers network configuration using the methodology described in Section 5. The steps followed by the routine are
represented by solid tracts; however, for the sake of completeness, we also report the test error (i.e., the minimum over
multiple restarts) for any considered number of hidden neurons per layer (H1 and H2) and any dimension of the training
set (Ntr ). We remark that the basic assumption which the proposed routine relies on is fulfilled: as the number of available
samples increases, the amount of neurons which allows to attain the minimum error increases as well, while the minimum
error itself decreases.
6.1.2. Two-dimensional test case
Let µ= [µ1, µ2, µ3] 2P = [°0.5, 0.5]£ [°0.5, 0.5]£ [1, 5] and e≠(µ) be the stenosis geometry reported on the left in Fig.
6.3, parametrized in the depths µ1 and µ2 of the bottom and top restrictions (or inflations), respectively, and the length µ3
of the vessel. The Poisson problem we deal with reads:(
°er · °exp(eu(µ)) ereu(µ)¢= es(ex, ey) in e≠(µ) ,eu(µ)= eæx sin(º eæx )cos(º eæy ) on @e≠(µ) . (6.9)
with the source term es = es(ex, ey) properly chosen so that the exact solution to the problem is given by
euex (ex, ey)= ey sin(º ex)cos(º ey)
for all µ 2P . Although the state equation has an exponential nonlinearity and the computational domain presents curvilin-
ear boundaries, both of the RBmethodologies studied in this work provide accurate solutions, close to the optimal one, i.e.,
uVh (µ). This can be seen in Fig. 6.4, offering the finite element solution (top left) to (6.9) when µ= (0.349,°0.413, 4.257),
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Figure 6.3. The physical (left) and reference (right) domains for the Poisson problem (6.9).
Figure 6.4. FE solution (top left) to the Poisson problem (6.9) with µ = (0.349,°0.413, 4.257), and pointwise errors yielded by either
its projection onto Vrb (top right), or the POD-Gmethod (bottom left), or the POD-NNmethod (bottom right). The results have been
obtained by employing L = 30 PODmodes.
and the pointwise errors committed by either the projection onto Vrb (top right), or the POD-Gmethod (bottom left), or
the POD-NNmethod (bottom right). The computational mesh consists of 2792 nodes, resulting in Nh = 2632 degrees of
freedom (as many as the inner nodes) for the FE scheme. The reduced space Vrb is generated by L = 30 basis functions,
given by POD of N = 100 snapshots. Specifically, the results concerning the POD-NN method have been obtained by
employing a neural network equipped with H1 =H2 = 35 neurons per hidden layer and trained with Ntr = 200 learning
samples. In this way, the POD-NN procedure leads to an error which shows patterns similar to those featured by the
projection error. This is not surprising, due to the way neural networks are trained within the POD-NN framework (see
Section 5).
A quantitative evidence of the efficacy of the RB approximations is given in the plot on the left in Fig. 6.5, which reports
the convergence analysis for both the POD-G and the POD-NNmethods with respect to the number L of retained modal
basis functions. As usual, the error has to be interpreted as an average over a parameter data set •te , here consisting of
Nte = 50 samples. However, the second plot of Fig. 6.5 reveals how the former scheme produces a response for any online
query approximately 103 times slower than the proposed POD-NN procedure does.
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Figure 6.5. Error analysis (left) and online CPU time (right) for the POD-G and the POD-NNmethods applied to problem (6.9). The
reduced basis have been generated via POD, relying on N = 100 snapshots. The second plot refers to RBmodels including L = 30 modal
functions; within the POD-NN framework, an MLP emboding 35 neurons per inner layer has been used.
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Figure 6.6. Convergence analysis with respect to the number of hidden neurons (left) and modal functions (right) used within the
POD-NN framework applied to problem (6.9). The results provided in the first plot have been obtained using L = 30 modes; the solid
tracts refer to the steps performed by the automatic routine carried out to find an optimal network configuration.
Let us further analyze the first plot of Fig. 6.5. When the proper orthogonal decomposition of a set of N = 100 snapshots
is coupled with a three-layers perceptron with 35 neurons per hidden layer, trained to approximate the map (5.2) relying
on Ntr = 200 learning patterns, the relative error is smaller than the error committed by the POD-Galerkin procedure for
each L ∑ 30. Yet, halfing the number of learning patterns employed, the POD-NN error curve stops decreasing at L = 20,
then incurring a plateu. In this regard, Fig. 6.6 suggests that as the size of the available training set decreases, one should
reduce the amount of computing units to be embodied in the network, to limit the risk of overfitting. Particularly, when
only Ntr = 100 training samples are used, the optimal network configuration comprises 20 neurons per internal layer (left).
However, doubling the dimension of the training set, the same configuration does not allow to fully exploit the augmented
amount of information. In that case, a network with, e.g., 35 neurons per hidden layer is preferable (right).
The distinguishing and novel feature of the POD-NNmethod is represented by the employment of multi-layer percep-
trons to recover the coefficients of the reduced model. To motivate this choice, let us pursue a more traditional approach in
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Figure 6.7. Average relative errors (left) and online run times (right) on•te for the POD-CS and the POD-NNmethods applied to problem
(6.9). For the latter, the results refer to anMLP equipped with H1 =H2 = 35 neurons per hidden layer.
the interpolation step by resorting to cubic splines [14]. To this end, let •± ΩP be a tensor-product grid on the parameter
domain, based on, e.g., Chebyshev nodes. In the offline phase, for eachµ± 2•±, we compute the truth solutionuh(µ±) 2RNh
and we extract the expansion coefficients VTuh(µ±) 2RL . At the online stage, given a new parameter value µ 2P , the i -th
expansion coefficient, i = 1, . . . ,L, is sought by cubic spline interpolation of the samples©°
µ±,
°
VTuh(µ±)
¢
i
¢™
µ±2•± .
Hence, denoting by uCSrb(µ) 2 RL the approximation of VTuh(µ), the reduced order approximation of uh(µ) is given by
uCSL (µ)=VuCSrb(µ). Similarly to the POD-G and the POD-NNmethods, the accuracy of the resulting POD-CS procedure can
be assessed by evaluating and averaging the relative error "PODCS(L,µ), defined as
"PODCS(L,µ)=
∞∞uh(µ)°uCSL (µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ =
∞∞uh(µ)°VuCSrb(µ)∞∞∞∞uh(µ)∞∞ ,
on a test parameter set •te ΩP , with •te \•± =;.
For the Poisson problem (6.9), we report in the left plot of Fig. 6.7 the relative errors by both the POD-CS and the POD-
NNmethods. For the former, we provide the results obtained on tensor-product grids consisting of N± interpolation points,
with N± 2 {53, 73, 103}. For the latter, H1 =H2 = 35 neurons per hidden layer and Ntr = 200 training patterns have been used.
Although the online performance of the two procedures are basically the same, as shown by the second plot in Fig. 6.7, we
observe that the level of predictive accuracy enabled by the POD-NNmethod can be attained or at least approached by
cubic spline interpolation only when this relies on N± = 1000 samples. In fact, as mentioned in the Introduction, a standard
interpolation technique may require a large number of samples to be able to enforce the constraints characterizing the
nonlinear manifolds which the reduced bases typically belong to [1]. Hence, although this approach provides a valuable
alternative for paremetrized problems with a few parameters, it may be infeasible in real-life applications involving a large
number of parameters. Conversely, the hope behind the choice of a neural network-based regression is that the amount of
required snapshots properly scales with the dimension of the parameter space. This would justify the overheads due to the
training phase.
6.2. Steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
The system of the Navier-Stokes equations model the conservation of mass and momentum for an incompressible
Newtonian viscous fluid confined in a two- or three-dimensional region [42]. Lettingµ¥µg and ev = ev (ex ;µ) and ep = ep(ex ;µ)
be, respectively, the velocity and pressure of the fluid, the parametrized steady version of the Navier-Stokes equations
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considered here reads 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
er · ev (µ)= 0 in e≠(µ) ,
°∫(µ) e¢ev (µ)+ (ev (µ) · er)ev (µ)+ 1
Ω(µ)
er ep(µ)= 0 in e≠(µ) ,
ev (µ)= eh on e°D (µ) ,ep(µ)en°∫(µ)erev (µ) · en = 0 on e°N (µ) .
(6.10a)
(6.10b)
(6.10c)
(6.10d)
Here, eh denotes the velocity field prescribed on e°D (µ), whereas homogeneous Neumann conditions are applied on e°N (µ).
Furthermore, Ω(µ) and ∫(µ) represent the uniform density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. Note that,
despite that these quantities encode physical properties, we let them depend on the geometrical parameters as well. Indeed,
fluid dynamics can be characterized (and controlled) by means of a wealth of dimensionless quantities, e.g., the Reynold’s
number, which combine physical properties of the fluid with geometrical features of the domain. Therefore, a numerical
study of the sensitivity of the system (6.10) with respect to µmay be carried out by adapting either Ω(µ) or ∫(µ) as µ varies,
so to preserve a dimensionless quantity of interest.
To write the differential system (6.10) in weak form over a µ-independent configuration≠, let us introduce the velocity
and pressure spaces eX (µ)= £H1e°D °e≠(µ)¢§d and eQ(µ)= L2°e≠(µ)¢ ,
respectively, with
X = £H1°D °≠¢§d and Q = L2°≠¢
be their respective counterparts over≠. By multiplying (6.10) by test functions
°e¬, eª¢ 2 eV (µ)= eX (µ)£ eQ(µ), integrating by
parts and then tracing everything back onto≠ by means of the parametrized map©(·;µ), we end up with the following
parametrized weak variational problem: given µ 2P , find u(µ)= (v (µ), p(µ)) 2V = X £Q so that
a(v (µ), ¬;µ)+ c(v (µ), v (µ), ¬;µ)+d(v (µ), ¬;µ)+b(p(µ),r ·¬;µ)= f1(¬;µ) ,
b(r ·v (µ), ª;µ)= f2(ª;µ) ,
for all (¬, ª) 2V , with, for any µ 2P ,
c(√, ¬, ¥;µ)=
Z
≠
°
√ ·J°T© (µ)r
¢
¬ ·¥ |J©(µ)|d≠ , d(√, ¬;µ)= c(l (µ),√, ¬;µ)+ c(√, l (µ), ¬;µ) ,
a(√, ¬;µ)= ∫(µ)
Z
≠
J°T© (µ)r√ : J°T© (µ)r¬ |J©(µ)|d≠ , f1(√;µ)=°a(l (µ),√;µ)° c(l (µ), l (µ),√;µ) ,
b(√, ª;µ)=° 1
Ω(µ)
Z
≠
°
J°T© (µ)r ·√
¢
ª |J©(µ)|d≠ , f2(ª;µ)=°b(l (µ), ª;µ) ,
for all√, ¬, ¥ 2 X and ª 2Q. In the definitions of d(·, ·;µ), f1(·;µ) and f2(·;µ), l (µ) 2
£
H1(≠)
§d denotes the lifting vector
field, with l (µ)
ØØ
°D
=h(µ), h(x ;µ)= eh(©(x ;µ)) being the velocity field prescribed on °D . Hence, the weak solution to (6.10)
defined over the fixed domain≠ is given by
°
v (µ)+ l (µ),p(µ)¢.
6.2.1. The lid-driven cavity problem
In this subsection, we are concerned with the numerical simulation of a viscous flow within a parallelogram-shaped
cavity, illustrated in Fig. 6.8 (left). The geometry of the domain is affected by three parameters: µ1 2 [1, 2] and µ2 2 [1, 2]
define the length of the horizontal and slanting (possibly vertical) edges, respectively, whereas µ3 2
£
º/6, 5º/6
§
denotes the
angle between the oblique sides and the positive ex-semiaxis. The Dirichlet boundary conditions enforced on the velocity
field, graphically represented in Fig. 6.8 (center), are such that the flow is driven by a unit horizontal velocity at the top
boundary [38]. Hence, this benchmark is typically referred to as the lid-driven cavity problem. In addition, we fix the
pressure at the lower-left corner, in order to retain the uniqueness of the solution [16]. Therefore, the computational mesh
≠h (Fig. 6.8, right) is refined in the upper part of the domain, so to properly resolve the steep velocity gradient near the
upper boundary and the pressure singularities at the top corners.
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Figure 6.8. Computational domain e≠(µ) (left), enforced velocity at the boundaries (center) and computational mesh≠h (right) for the
lid-driven cavity problem for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
(a)µ= °1, 2/p3, 2º/3¢ (b)µ= °1, 1, º/2¢ (c)µ= °1, 2/p3, º/3¢
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Figure 6.9. Velocity streamlines (top) and pressure distribution (bottom) for the lid-driven cavity problem, computed through the FE
method. Three different parameter values are considered; for all configurations, the Reynold’s number is 400.
For the Navier-Stokes equations, a suitable choice of the FE spaces is crucial to fulfill the well-known inf-sup stability
condition [42]. A common and effective choice consists in using quadratic finite elements for the components of the
velocity field and linear finite elements for the pressure, leading to the so-called P2°P1 (or Taylor-Hood) FE discretization
[38]. Figure 6.9 shows the velocity streamlines (top) and the pressure distribution (bottom) obtained through the resulting
FE method for, from the left to the right, µ= °1, 2/p3, 2º/3¢, µ= °1, 1, º/2¢ or µ= °1, 2/p3, º/6¢. Observe how the moving lid
induces a large velocity gradient close to the top boundary, while it only slightly affects the fluid in the lower part of the
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cavity. In turn, this gives rise to two vortices, whose extent highly depends on the shape of the domain, or, equivalently, µ.
Conversely, the pressure field does not undergo noticeable alterations across the parameter space. For all the configurations,
a low-pressure region takes place at the upper-left corner of the domain and in the center of the major vortex (although it
may be not clearly visible). Instead, the upper-right corner represents a stagnation point for the ex-velocity, and so therein
the pressure assumes values larger than in the rest of the cavity [16]. All the results presented in Fig. 6.9 refer to a Reynold’s
number of 400. For the specific problem at hand, the Reynold’s number reads:
Re = max
©
µ1, µ2
™
∫(µ)
.
In our analyses, ∫(µ) is adapted as the geometry varies so that the Reynold’s number is either 200 or 400.
Regarding the reduced order modeling of the parametrized problem of interest, we slightly distance ourselves from the
general workflow depicted in Sections 3 and 5. Indeed, for the Navier-Stokes equations it is convenient to construct two
separate reduced spaces [2, 11, 41]: Xrb, of dimension Lv , for the velocity field andQrb, of dimension Lp , for the pressure
distribution, respectively represented by the matrices
Vv =
h
√v1
ØØ . . . ØØ√vLv i 2RN vh£Lv and Vp = h√p1 ØØ . . . ØØ√pLp i 2RNph £Lp ,
with N vh (respectively, N
p
h ) the dimension of the FE velocity (resp., pressure) space. Although the underpinning finite
element solver has been designed to fulfill the inf-sup condition, thus ensuring the stability of the scheme, when dealing
with incompressible flows this property may not be automatically inherited by the POD-Galerkin reduced order solver.
As a result, it may show severe instabilities [8]. Indeed, one has to carefully choose the reduced velocity space Xrb so to
meet an equivalent of the inf-sup condition at the reduced level. To this end, in our simulations we resort to a supremizer
enrichment of Xrb, as proposed in [2]. At each pressure snapshot ph
°
µ(n)
¢ 2RNph , n = 1, . . . ,N , we associate the supremizer
solution sh
°
µ(n)
¢ 2RN vh , defined as the solution to a linear system of the form
A sh
°
µ(n)
¢=B°µ(n)¢ph°µ(n)¢ ,
withA 2RN vh£N vh and B°µ(n)¢ 2RN vh£Nph . Letting
Vs =
h
√s1
ØØ . . . ØØ√sLs i 2RN vh£Ls
be the POD basis of rank Ls extracted from the ensemble of snapshots
©
sh
°
µ(1)
¢
, . . . ,sh
°
µ(N )
¢™
, the POD-G approximation
of the velocity field is then sought in the form
v¯L(µ)=Vv v¯rb(µ)=
LvX
i=1
v (i )rb√
v
i +
LsX
i=1
s(i )rb√
s
i ,
where
Vv = [Vv Vs ] 2RN vh£(Lv+Ls ) and v¯rb(µ)=
∑
vrb(µ)
srb(µ)
∏
2RLv+Ls .
In [2], several numerical evidences suggest that a proper value for Ls should lay in between Lp/2 and Lp . In our simulations,
we set Ls = Lp = Lv , leading to a stable reduced (nonlinear) system in L = 3Lv unknowns.
Concerning the POD-NN procedure, for any µ 2P , reduced order discretizations vNNLv (µ) and pNNLp (µ) of v (µ) and p(µ),
respectively, are sought in the form
vNNLv (µ)=Vv vNNrb(µ) and pNNLp (µ)=Vp pNNrb(µ) .
Here, vNNrb(µ) and p
NN
rb(µ) denote the output vectors provided by two distinct multi-layer perceptrons, respectively trained
with the ensemble of input-output patterns©
µ(i ),VTv vh
°
µ(i )
¢™
1∑i∑Ntr and
©
µ(i ),VTp ph
°
µ(i )
¢™
1∑i∑Ntr .
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Figure 6.10. Velocity (left) and pressure (right) error analysis for the POD-G and POD-NN methods applied to the lid-driven cavity
problem with Re = 200 (top) and Re = 400 (bottom).
At this regard, let us point out two important remarks.
(i) The supremizer solutions are not involved (either directly or indirectly) in the POD-NN framework. Indeed, they
ensure the overall stability of the POD-G procedure, but they do not improve the accuracy of the method, and so they
can be disregarded whenever stability is not an issue.
(ii) The routine outlined in Section 5, aiming at finding an optimal network configuration, is applied separately to the
perceptrons designated to predict the velocity field and to the perceptrons required to approximate the pressure
distribution. As a result, once the offline phase of the POD-NNmethod is completed, we end up with two different
networks, equipped with H v1 =H v2 and Hp1 =Hp2 computing units per hidden layer, respectively.
Figure 6.10 reports the error committed by both RB procedures when approximating the velocity field (left) and the
pressure distribution (right) by means of Lv velocity modes, Lp pressure modes and, exclusively for the POD-Galerkin
method, Ls supremizer modes, with 5∑ Lv = Ls = Lp ∑ 35. The plots on the top refer to a Reynold’s number of 200, the
ones on the bottom to a Reynold’s number of 400. Note that for clarity of illustration, the symbols denoting the projection,
POD-G and POD-NN errors have been identified with a superscript (either v or p) recalling the state variable they refer to.
While the error yielded on the velocity field shows an almost perfect exponential decay with the number of PODmodes
included in the RB model, the POD-G method faces difficulties in providing a correct recovery of the pressure, already
for Re = 200. Indeed, the corresponding error curve is not monotone, and generally is at least one order of magnitude
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Figure 6.11. Convergence analysis with respect to the number of hidden neurons and training samples used within the POD-NN
procedure to approximate the velocity field (left) and the pressure distribution (right) by means of 35 modal functions. The Reynold’s
number is either 200 (top) or 400 (bottom).
above the projection error. Conversely, the POD-NNmethod attains a satisfactory predictive accuracy. The advantages of
resorting to a neural network-based nonlinear regression coupled with POD are evident when the approximation is built
upon a few basis functions, say Lp < 20. Moreover, the proposed routine recommends the use of fewer neurons to predict
the POD coefficients for the pressure than for the velocity, thus resulting in a lighter perceptron.
This is confirmed also by Fig. 6.11, which provides a sensitivity analysis of the predictive accuracy featured by the
POD-NNmethod with respect to the amount of neurons and training samples used. Observe that for the pressure (right),
employing more than 30 neurons within each hidden layer is counter-productive, both for Re = 200 (top) and Re = 400
(bottom). This assertion agrees with the peculiar role played by the pressure in the parametrized lid-driven cavity problem,
with similar patterns featured across the entire parameter domain.
On the contrary, we have seen that the velocity field presents more complex dynamics, highly varying with the domain
configuration. As a result, an optimal approximation of the velocity is obtained for the maximum values of H vi , i = 1, 2, and
Ntr tested, that is, H v1 =H v2 = 35 and Ntr = 300 for Re = 200, H v1 =H v2 = 40 and Ntr = 300 for Re = 400. Moreover, we may
not be able to exactly attain the same precision enabled by the standard POD-Galerkin procedure, although the results are
quite similar. However, this (slight) loss of accuracy is offset by a (great) reduction in the online run time: the POD-NN
method takes around 2/100 of seconds per query, against the average 40 seconds required by the POD-Gmethod; see Fig.
6.12. As for the test cases for the Poisson problem, this comes at the cost of a longer offline phase.
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Figure 6.12. Online run times for the POD-G and the POD-NNmethod applied to the lid-driven cavity problem with Re = 200 (left) and
Re = 400 (right). Nte = 75 test configurations are considered. For the POD-NN method, the reported times include the (sequential)
evaluation of both neural networks for the velocity and pressure field.
µ= (1.12, 1.70, 1.08), FEM µ= (1.90, 1.50, 1.60), FEM µ= (1.78, 1.99, 2.29), FEM
µ= (1.12, 1.70, 1.08), POD-NN µ= (1.90, 1.50, 1.60), POD-NN µ= (1.78, 1.99, 2.29), POD-NN
Figure 6.13. ex-velocity contour at three parameter values, as computed through the FE (top row) and POD-NN (bottom row) method. For
each configuration, the Reynold’s number is 400.
Another numerical evidence of the predictive accuracy of the proposed POD-NN RBmethod is provided in Fig. 6.13,
showing the contour plots for the ex-velocity computed through the FE (top row) and the POD-NN (bottom row) scheme.
Three different configurations, corresponding to as many input vectors, are considered; the Reynold’s number is fixed to
400. We can appreciate good agreement between the solutions given by the full-order and the reduced order methods.
Lastly, Fig. 6.14 compares the streamlines obtained through the direct method (top) and the proposed reduced basis
approach (bottom) over the three configurations previously considered. Streamlines provide an interesting test, as minor
variations in velocity contours may lead to substantial differences in the streamlines [11]. Nevertheless, we observe a good
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Figure 6.14. Streamlines at three parameter values, as computed through the FE (top row) and POD-NN (bottom row) method. For each
configuration, the Reynold’s number is 400.
agreement between the twomethods. In particular, in the second example, the POD-NNmethod is still able to detect the
two micro recirculation zones at the lower corners of the domain. On the other hand, the method partially fails in properly
describing the velocity field at the bottom-left corner in the first configuration and at the bottom-right corner in the last
configuration. However, these are effectively dead zones, and one can safely disregard these little imprecisions.
7. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a non-intrusive RB method (referred to as POD-NN) for parametrized steady-state PDEs.
The method extracts a reduced basis from a collection of snapshots through a POD procedure and employs multi-layer
perceptrons to approximate the coefficients of the reduced model. By exploiting the fundamental results by Cybenko
(see Subsection 4.2), we limit ourselves to perceptrons endowed with two hidden layers. The identification of the optimal
number of inner neurons and the minimum amount of training samples to prevent overfitting is performed during the
offline stage through an automatic routine, relying upon the latin hypercube sampling and the Levenberg-Marquardt
training algorithm. On the one hand, this guarantees a complete decoupling between the offline and the online phase,
with the latter having a computational cost independent of the dimension of the full-order model. On the other hand, this
extends the offline stage with respect to a standard projection-based RB procedure, making the POD-NNmethod practically
convenient only when the underlying PDE has to be solved for many parameter values (many-query context).
The POD-NNmethod has been successfully tested on the nonlinear Poisson equation in one and two spatial dimensions,
and on two-dimensional cavity viscous flows, modeled through the steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In
particular, the proposed RB strategy enables the same predictive accuracy provided by the POD-Galerkin method while
reducing the CPU time required to process an online query by two or even three order of magnitudes.
All test cases considered in our numerical studies involved three parameters, affecting either physical or geometrical
factors of the differential problem. The extension of the POD-NNmethod to time-dependent problems depending onmany
parameters is left as future work.
Lastly, let us point out that although in this work we used POD to recover a reduced space, this choice is not binding,
and a greedy approach may also be pursued.
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